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WHERE THERE’S A WILL, THERE’S A WAY • PROVERBS 4:1-27  •  6/26/2022 

MAIN POINT
Chuck's main idea is that Direction determines destination. He will focus on Prov 4:10-15, 18-19. 
We will take a larger chunk of Proverbs 4 by focusing on wisdom as the greatest gift we can 
pass down to the next generation.

INTRODUCTION
As your group time begins, use this section to introduce the topic of discussion.

What is a favorite heirloom that has been passed down in your family? Why is the
item important or valuable to you?

What are some other things that are commonly passed from one generation to the
next through inheritance?

The Book of Proverbs is all about preserving and passing along the best of godly wisdom from
one generation to the next. In Scripture, wisdom is more than knowledge; it’s how to best apply
knowledge and reason to succeed in life. It’s more than wealth; wisdom is how to best handle
possessions (money, property, and so forth) so that you and others benefit from them, not be
controlled by them. Wisdom isn’t about being able to outfox people or use them to your
advantage; it’s about relating with others honestly, humbly, and generously—whether with
spouses, parents and children, friends, coworkers, or neighbors. Like all the other attributes of
God revealed in Scripture, wisdom finds its true and ultimate expression in Jesus Christ (1 Cor.
1:24).

In Proverbs 4, a father urges his sons not to miss out on the best heirloom he has to give them. It
isn’t money, herds, land, or precious jewels. It’s wisdom—the same godly wisdom that his father
and mother passed down to him. It’s the key to a truly successful, meaningful life. Yet wisdom
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can’t be inherited automatically. It must be embraced, cherished, held on to, practiced, and
guarded throughout one’s life.

UNDERSTANDING
Unpack the biblical text to discover what the Scripture says or means about a particular topic.

ASK A VOLUNTEER TO READ ALOUD PROVERBS 4:1-9.

What is the difference, if any, between “hearing” and “listening to” instruction?

What are the different words and phrases found in verses 1-9 that describe what the
father wanted his sons to “get”?

What are some specific ways your parents and/or grandparents helped you learn
about the Lord and cherish His ways?

The first word appearing in 4:1 (also 4:10) is the important Hebrew term “shema” that also
appears at the beginning of Israel’s great statement of faith in Deuteronomy 6:4-5. (“Listen,
Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is One. Love the LORD your God with all your heart, with all
your soul, and with all your strength.”) Jesus taught this was the greatest commandment in
Scripture (Mark 12:29-30), so the word listen is important. In Scripture, it means more than just to
hear words that are spoken; it means “hear and obey,” or “pay attention to and put into practice.”
The father in Proverbs 4 didn’t want his words of wisdom (instruction, teaching, commands,
understanding, and so forth) to go in one ear and out the other. Rather, he wanted his sons to
embrace and hold on to godly wisdom—the same wisdom his parents had passed down to him
by instruction and by example.

ASK A VOLUNTEER TO READ ALOUD PROVERBS 4:10-19.

In light of Proverbs 4:11, would you say the Christian life is more like a journey, a
destination, or both? Explain your response.

In light of 4:12, what does it mean to be hindered (or hampered) in one’s Christian
walk? What are some things that can cause a believer to stumble in his or her
Christian life?

Why do you think it was important for the father in Proverbs 4 not only to teach his
son what to embrace in life but also to warn him of what to avoid (see 4:14-19)?
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The Christian life (“the way of wisdom”) has a destination—heaven—but it’s also a journey, a
lifelong road on which sometimes you’re walking at a pleasurable pace and other times you’re
charging ahead to get through a challenging situation. The Book of James urges us as believers
to “consider it a great joy … when [we] experience various trials, knowing that the testing of [our]
faith produces endurance” (Jas. 1:2). In the same spirit of wisdom, the father in Proverbs 4 urged
his son to “hold on to instruction” and not let it go, to “guard it, for it is your life” (4:13).

The father also warned his son there are some important “thou shalt nots” involved in wise
living. As believers, we must constantly be careful in our choices, friendships, and behavior. We
must not be naïve about cultural trends or forget the power of temptation (1 Cor. 10:12). We
must not “set foot on the path of the wicked” (Prov. 4:14); we must “avoid it … turn away from it,
and pass it by” (4:15).

ASK A VOLUNTEER TO READ ALOUD PROVERBS 4:20-27.

How would you explain to someone what it means that Scripture’s teachings are “life
to those who find them, and health to one’s whole body” (4:22)?

Why is it of utmost importance for the believer to “guard [the] heart” (4:23)? What are
some practical ways believers can do this?

How can believers show wisdom with their “mouth” (4:24)? With their “eyes” (4:25)?
With their “feet” (4:26)?

The father in Proverbs 4—similar to what the apostle Paul did in 1 Corinthians 12:12-26 and
Ephesians 6:14-17—used parts of the human body as metaphors to describe wise living. In
biblical terms, the “heart” was the seat of the will, the center of moral decision-making and
action. Thus, the heart was viewed as “the source of life” that was to be guarded with all
diligence (Prov. 4:23). From the mouth could come either blessings or curses (Jas. 3:10); the
wise believer, therefore, seeks to always speak the truth in love (Eph. 4:15). Jesus taught that
“the eye is the lamp of the body” (Matt. 6:22), meaning that it can fill the mind with the light of
truth or, when unlit, with the darkness of evil. People’s “feet” can take them on “the path of the
righteous” (Prov. 4:18) or “the way of the wicked” (4:19). Wise believers are careful to keep on the
righteous path.

APPLICATION
Help your group identify how the truths from the Scripture passage apply directly to their lives.
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What are one or two takeaways you have gained from this study regarding the
importance of passing down an inheritance of wisdom?

In what areas of life do you most need the wise counsel of Proverbs 4?

How can the people in your Bible study group best help each other embrace godly
wisdom?

PRAYER
Guide the group to enter a season of prayer: (1) Thank the Lord for preserving His instructions
for wise living in Scripture. (2) Express gratitude for family members and others who passed
down God’s wisdom to you. (3) Pray for opportunities to teach and show others (children,
neighbors, coworkers, friends) the straight paths of God’s wisdom.

COMMENTARY
PROVERBS 4:1-27

4:1–9 The home is the primary place of education, especially moral education. “Still tender, and
an only child of my mother” (v. 3) shows that references to father and son are literal and not
meant to be taken metaphorically as the teacher in the place of the parent. In addition, the
affectionate and pleading tone of these verses shows why parents make the best teachers: they
love their children.

Verse 5 appeals to the son to attain wisdom above everything else; he should not allow himself
to become weary of the quest for understanding. Also, the father does not hesitate to identify his
own words with wisdom. He can in one breath say, “Keep my commands and you will live” and
in the next say, “Get wisdom, get understanding.” He knows that his words are right.

The short discourse in praise of wisdom (vv. 5–9) maintains the personification of Wisdom as a
lady who rewards those who embrace her. It is not clear that the Hebrew of v. 7a can bear the
meaning, “Wisdom is supreme.” The alternative translation, “The beginning of wisdom is ‘Get
wisdom,’ ” is difficult in that it is both redundant and uses an imperative phrase as a predicate.
But this can be a deliberate anacoluthon (violation of syntax) meant to drive home the idea that
the first step in the pursuit of wisdom is to determine to obtain her. Still, the sense of the text is
clear: Wisdom is the greatest possession anyone can have, and the young man should make
winning her the primary goal of his life.
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4:10–19 The second appeal has the normal structure of a paternal exhortation: an opening
appeal to listen (vv. 10–13) followed by an exhortation in a specific area (vv. 14–19). In this
case the exhortation warns the reader to avoid one of the two tempters, the criminal. But the
relative length of the appeal to listen implies that the family bond is a major concern of this text.
If the young man should go wrong, he not only hurts himself but also his parents.

The doctrine of the two ways dominates this section; the language of taking a journey appears
throughout. The father guides the son in “the way of wisdom” and “along straight paths.” The
boy’s “steps will not be hampered,” and he “will not stumble” when he walks and runs. He must
not “set foot on the path of the wicked” or “walk” or “travel” in their way. The righteous walk in
the safe light of day, but “the way of the wicked is like deep darkness; / they do not know what
makes them stumble.”

The passage also presents in vivid colors the depravity of the wicked. They live for crime. It is
their food and drink and sleep (vv. 16–17). They do not commit crimes in order to live but live to
commit crimes. Even so, their punishment will be appropriate. Their greatest satisfaction is in
making others fall, but they too shall fall and not know how or why.

4:20–27 In the closing appeal the father scarcely concerns himself with specific moral issues.
He simply urges the son to stay true to Wisdom.

Metaphoric use of body parts permeates this text. The eyes are to stay fixed on right teaching
(vv. 21, 25) as the feet are to stay in the right path (vv. 26–27). The mouth and lips must shun
using twisted words (v. 24). Above all, the heart must be guarded by sound doctrine (vv. 21, 23).
If the son listens to his father, the whole body will be healthy (v. 22).

The heart, v. 23 says, is “the wellspring of life.” “Heart,” here as always, refers not to the physical
organ but to the mind and even the whole personality of the individual. It is “the wellspring of
life” in that the capacity to live with joy and vigor ultimately comes from within and not from
circumstances. The corrupt heart draws one down to the grave, but Wisdom protects the heart
from that corruption. This verse, perhaps in conjunction with Ezekiel’s vision of the River of Life
(Ezek 47:1–12), apparently was the source of Jesus’ perplexing citation in John 7:38.

The fourth exhortation closes with a return to the image of the path (vv. 25–27). Of particular
interest is v. 27, the warning to swerve neither to the right nor to the left. Deuteronomy 5:32;
17:11; 28:14; and Josh 23:6 are similar. The idea is that one should not be distracted from the
way of wisdom (v. 25). Temptation to allegorize “right” and “left” in light of modern usage
should be resisted. At the same time, the text can be taken to urge the reader to maintain the
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simplicity of biblical teaching. Modern theological schools of any and of all persuasions are not
always careful to do this.


